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English Language has been a part of us since we are very

little. We learn the form and structures in primary and

secondary school. However, mastering English in

communication requires more than knowing rules and

completing exercises and tests. Going into higher education

you will endure many opportunities to meet new people and

work together to accomplish assignments given by your

lecturers. Most of the time, you will be encourage to speak in

English to give opinions, make discussions and presentations.

P R E F A C E

Let's Speak English! will help 

you to learn common phrases in 

communicating effectively and 

confidently in variety of social 

interactions as well as 

expressing ideas and opinions 

academically. This book is aimed 

for  students from community 

college, polytechnic and 

university to increase 

proficiency and able to 

communicate within your 

colleagues, lecturers and 

people around you.  

The book is divided into 5 

Chapters.
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Chapter 1: Communication. This chapter will give you an understanding 

oft the communication process and how you will be able to function better 

with some tips and effective skills.  Communication takes place in many 

situation. In this chapter you will also learn the role and functions in 

different settings of communication. 

Chapter 2: Phrases for Social & Communication. This chapter will

give a list of English phrases in every day conversation. You will learn

greeting and introducing yourself, speaking about yourself,

introducing other people, making small talk and making plan,

decision and goal.

Chapter 4: Phrases for Making Presentation . In this chapter, you 

will know the phrases to begin a presentation, give an introduction, 

develop main ideas and explanations, use correct sequence 

connectors, give a conclusion and handle questions from the 

audience.

Chapter 3: Phrases for Participating in Discussion. In this

chapter, you will know the phrases to begin a discussion, give opinion

and idea, ask and respond to an opinion, make agreement or

disagreement, elaborate and justify opinions, give solutions and

recommendations, express emotion, make interruption, ask for and

make clarification, lead, manage and participate in group discussions.

Chapter 5: Gestures and Expression in Communication. This

chapter will highlight the importance of gestures and expression in

communication. You will know some non-verbal communication skills

that will help you to communicate better.
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Like Sarah, in order to be a competent student, you should be

able to improve your English social and communication skills

to participate effectively in conversations with your friends

and lecturers.

t’s the beginning of a new experience for Sarah as she has
been enrolled in a Diploma Course in a college. In this
challenging and independent role as a student, Sara will
have to enhance her communication skills to build
confidence and interaction with her colleagues, lecturers
and future prospects. Now that she’s here, she needs to
develop good commands of English and a broader range of
phrases in order to make conversations with the people
around her.

Note to Self: 
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Social and communication skills is an important ability for a

person to not only speak to others but to develop relationships

and connections. A good communicator will be able to react and

respond effectively. Communication situation varies and depend

on the number of people involved. It can be a conversation

between two people, a small group or a large audience. It can

also be face-to-face or through a medium like messaging, video

conferencing, internet and various communication applications.

Communication is all about getting the message across.

Sometimes in informal communication all it takes is just a few

words to let the other person receive the message that you want

to give. So in doing so, you will need to learn basic English

phrases and know the keywords of the message you want to

send. However, when it comes to formal discussion, you will

need to gather more information to be able to

deliver the right ideas or opinion regarding

on the topic being discussed.

U N D E R S TA N D I N G  T H E  

CO M M U N I C AT I O N  P R O C E S S

The process of communication

requires at least a speaker and a

listener. In most cases it will

require exchanging ideas where

the individuals would play both

role, as a speaker and as a

listener. The speaker convey a

message to the listener and the

listener will then give feedback

to display understanding of the

message given.
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Social & Interpersonal Communication

T H E  R O L E S  I N  

CO M M U N I C AT I O N

Interpersonal communication occurs between two people or

more. For example, a conversation with your friend, lecturer and

family members. Generally, your characteristics would develop

based on the social communication with the people around you.

You learn best about your strength and weakness from the

feedbacks and know how people feel about your behavior.

Here are some tips In to become a competent communicator:

onvey clear message

pens up and listen attentively

ake message simple and direct

ake eye contact with other speakers

nderstand the feelings, views and needs of the other person  

elax and enjoy the 

conversation

llustrate good non-verbal communication skills  

hink before you speak

bserve speaker's reaction  

egotiate politely when dealing with misunderstanding views 
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Group Discussion

As a student, discussion is one of the important communication skills

for you to obtain. Most probably, you will be required to conduct

group discussion as your assessment or share ideas and opinions to

complete assignments, projects or events. There are many language

expressions to use in order for you to manage a successful

discussion.

Firstly, let’s understand the formation of a group discussion. A

discussion might consist of small or large group of people. In a

classroom setting your teacher or lecturer might group you into 3 or

4 members to discuss on specific topic or the discussion could be

revolved around the entire students in the class. Any good discussion

will need a leader to begin and maintain the discussion. It is

important to have a leader to make sure that the discussion is

smooth and allowing everyone to participate fairly.

In active discussions it is important for you to be able to:

• Share ideas by making suggestions

• Express opinion clearly and confidently

• Support opinions with facts, statistics and examples

• Respond appropriately

• Think critically

• Listen to people’s opinion

• Make decision

• Identify solutions to a problem

5



Understanding Topic of a Discussion

In order to participate in a discussion, it is vital to understand or 

have knowledge on the topic of discussion. How do you 

understand the topic? Ask yourself some questions about the 

topic. For example:

• What is the topic about?

• Who is involved?

• Where is it happening?

• When is it happening?

• Why is it happening/ What is the cause?

• What is the effect(s) that could happen or has happened?

• How to overcome/What are the solution(s)?

Once you know the answers to the questions above, you will have

some ideas/opinions to share in the discussion. Try to relate the

topics with popular issues from the news, internet or around you.

6



Oral Presentation

The main objective for any presentation is to deliver one or more

key messages. The PEEP principle is a simple tool for structuring

each section of your presentation that helps you to achieve this

aim. You begin with a direct communication of the key message.

You then provide more detail by giving explanations and

examples. Finally, you recap the key point again.

Why providing is PEEP useful?

By providing a clear structure for each section, the PEEP principle

helps you to remain discipline to deliver your key messages. You

don’t want your presentation to be unorganized and end up lost in

words. The PEEP principle helps you to control the presentation.

Whatever the context, presenting is about communicating ideas or

messages to an audience in order to achieve something. When

you prepare a presentation, you must consider the factors below:

• age, knowledge and education level of audience

• duration of presentation

• key messages to deliver

• visual aids to enhance presentation

7



Self  

Survey: 
How do feel when speaking in 

English? Fill in the survey. Tick (/) 

if your response is "Yes" or (X) if 

your response is "No."

8
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Before anything else, you should have a clear idea of what you want the end 
result to be like. Sketching or creating a mood board can help visualize your 
end goal.

A conversation with another person is an approach to start speaking in
English. Speaking to someone you've just met can really be nerve-racking
and sometimes you're not sure wat to say. If you are starting the
conversation, you should greet and introduce yourself. It's a sign that you
want to begin the conversation and simply being friendly!

Hello!

How are you?

Good morning/ afternoon/ evening.

Good day!

Good to see you.

How are you doing?

How's it going?

How do you do?

Nice to meet you.

Hello. I'm (your name).

How do you do. I'm (your name).

Fine. What about you? I'm (your name).

Nice to meet you too. I'm (your name).

Let me introduce myself. My name's (your name).

FORMAL INFORMAL
Hi!

Hey!

What's up?

How's things?

How are ya?

What cha  doing?

What's going on?

What's happening?
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Before anything else, you should have a clear idea of what you want the end 
result to be like. Sketching or creating a mood board can help visualize your 
end goal.

Usually beginning a conversation with a stranger will require you
to talk about yourself and getting to know your nationality age,
marital status, job and other interests.

I'm Malaysian/ Malay/Chinese/ Indian/ Korean/ German/ 
Irish/Indonesian (your nationality).

I'm from Malaysia/ Indonesia/ Singapore/ Germany/ Kedah/ Johor 
(the place you come from).
I come from Malaysia/ Indonesia/ Singapore/ Germany/ Kedah/ 
Johor (the place you come from).

I'm nineteen/ twenty-three/ thirty-five/ in my forties (your age).

I'm single/ married/ divorced.

I'm a student/ part-time student

I'm working a part-time/full-time job at.........

I'm a tutor/teacher/freelancer

I'm interested in gaming/travelling/music/ sports (your hobbies).

'm into gaming/travelling/music/ sports (your hobbies).

I love gaming/travelling/music/ sports (your hobbies). 11



Before anything else, you should have a clear idea of what you want the end 
result to be like. Sketching or creating a mood board can help visualize your 
end goal.

College life would mean lots and lots of friends! Most of the time you
would be accompanied by your friend and go out meeting other people.
When introducing a friend to another you should give his or her first name
and also mention how the person is related to you.

I would like you to meet my friend, 
(Your friend's name).

Let me introduce my classmate, 
(Your friend's name). 

This is my roommate, (Your friend's 
name).

Meet my friend, (Your friend's 
name).

My pleasure to make your acquaintance, (Friend's name).

How do you do.

I've heard a lot about you.

Nice to meet you, (Friend's name).

How's it going?

FORMAL INFORMAL
Hey (Friend A), meet (Friend B)
He/She'sa good friend of mine.
"Hey Sarah, meet Ray. He's a good 

friend of mine."

(Friend A), this is (Friend B)
"Sarah, this is Ray."

(Friend A), have you met, 
(Friend B), my housemate.
"Sarah, have you met Ray, my 
housemate."
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Before anything else, you should have a clear idea of what you want the end 
result to be like. Sketching or creating a mood board can help visualize your 
end goal.

After getting to know the names of your new acquaintances, you would
probably want to talk about other things. Some of the small talk topics can be
on everyday subjects that you're familiar with like interests, the weather, the
environment (college/restaurant/park/shop, etc.), the location (city,
interesting places around, etc.) and current issues or the news.

I'm Malaysian/ Malay/Chinese/ Indian/ Korean/ German/ 
Irish/Indonesian (your nationality).

I'm from Malaysia/ Indonesia/ Singapore/ Germany/ Kedah/ Johor 
(the place you come from).
I come from Malaysia/ Indonesia/ Singapore/ Germany/ Kedah/ 
Johor (the place you come from).

I'm nineteen/ twenty-three/ thirty-five/ in my forties (your age).

I'm single/ married/ divorced.

I'm a student/ part-time student

I'm working a part-time/full-time job at.........

I'm a tutor/teacher/freelancer

I'm interested in gaming/travelling/music/ sports (your hobbies).

'm into gaming/travelling/music/ sports (your hobbies).

I love gaming/travelling/music/ sports (your hobbies). 13
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Before anything else, you should have a clear idea of what you want the end 
result to be like. Sketching or creating a mood board can help visualize your 
end goal.

Every discussion or conversation begins with greetings and
introductions of the members. If you are the leader, you may greet and
introduce all of the group members as well as introduce the topic.

I'm Malaysian/ Malay/Chinese/ Indian/ Korean/ German/ 
Irish/Indonesian (your nationality).

I'm from Malaysia/ Indonesia/ Singapore/ Germany/ Kedah/ Johor 
(the place you come from).
I come from Malaysia/ Indonesia/ Singapore/ Germany/ Kedah/ 
Johor (the place you come from).

I'm nineteen/ twenty-three/ thirty-five/ in my forties (your age).

I'm single/ married/ divorced.

I'm a student/ part-time student

I'm working a part-time/full-time job at.........

I'm a tutor/teacher/freelancer

I'm interested in gaming/travelling/music/ sports (your hobbies).

'm into gaming/travelling/music/ sports (your hobbies).

I love gaming/travelling/music/ sports (your hobbies).
15



Before anything else, you should have a clear idea of what you want the end 
result to be like. Sketching or creating a mood board can help visualize your 
end goal.

As a participant in any group discussion, you should be active. An
opinion is a view or judgement formed about something and is not
necessarily based on fact or knowledge. You can share opinions and
ideas by making suggestions. Try to express opinion clearly and
confidently.

You can also strengthen or add conviction to your opinion by 
adding adverbs. Here are some useful adverbs:

absolutely
strongly
unequivocally
firmly
completely
honestly
personally
frankly
definitely
without a doubt

I think...

I reckon...

I suggest (that)…

For me...

I believe (that)...

In my opinion/view....

In my view...

I would like to suggest…

My suggestion(s) is/are…

From my perspective...

It seems/appears to me that...

From my point of view...

I'm incline to believe that....

My opinion is that…

For example:

"I absolutely feel/think/believe that.."

"I strongly feel/think/believe that..."

"I completely feel/think/believe that..."

"Without a doubt there is a need..”

16



Before anything else, you should have a clear idea of what you want the end 
result to be like. Sketching or creating a mood board can help visualize your 
end goal.

To make your points stronger you should support opinions with explanation ,
for example telling a story, facts, statistics and giving examples.

It's clear/obvious/evident that.....
As a matter of fact/ in fact

The fact is that.....

The facts suggest…

The evidence shows…

Clearly/Obviously...

There's no doubt that....

I'd like to point out that...

For example:
"It's clear that the Social Media have become popular among the global 

society. " 

"The fact is that Social Media has become important in our daily life" 

"As a matter of fact, Social Media users have grown immensely" 

"Obviously people have become attached to Social Media.”

According to a report/interview/an article from the source/ 

website’s name,….

According to UNESCO, WHO, AADK, PDRM, Doctor, etc

A study/research conducted by Universiti Malaya 

shows/proves/reveals/suggests/has discovered that…..

Experts/ scientists/ researchers say/state/claim/have found that..

For example:
“According to the news report in The Star, Covid-19 vaccination walk-
ins for teenagers will begin on Thursday (Sept 23) that have been 
identified by the Health Ministry." 17



Before anything else, you should have a clear idea of what you want the end 
result to be like. Sketching or creating a mood board can help visualize your 
end goal.

Agreement and disagreement in group discussion can be done to show that
points are understood between the group members.

"Totally!"

"Right on!"

"Hear, hear!"

"I hear you!"

"You're right/absolutely right about that!"

"My thoughts/ feelings/opinion exactly

"I couldn't agree with you more."

"I totally/absolutely/ completely agree with you."

"No way!"

"That makes no sense!"

"That's ridiculous!"

"I don't think so."

"You've got that all wrong."

"I don't see it that way."

"I beg to differ."

"I totally/absolutely/ completely disagree with you."

"I 'm afraid I have to disagree with your view/opinion."

18



Before anything else, you should have a clear idea of what you want the end 
result to be like. Sketching or creating a mood board can help visualize your 
end goal.

We counter a suggestion when we disagree to someone or when we
want to give other suggestions. Here are a number of useful phrases
used when disagreeing or expressing another opinion.

• I wouldn't do that. I would prefer to eat more nutritious food.

• But it would be better if you/ we meet online to prevent
from risk of COVID-19 infection.

• I'm afraid I have to disagree with you.

Don't get me wrong, I prefer to....

Even so, if...

Very true, but...

Example of counter-suggestion in discussion:

Adam : I suggest to get a personal trainer to lose weight.

Cairin : I wouldn't do that. I would suggest to seek advice
from a doctor before going for extreme actions.

Sally :But we don't know if we don't take the risk.

Cairin : Don't get me wrong, I just think we should look at some
other options before making a decision.

19
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Speaking practice : With a partner, practice making  

suggestions and countering suggestion in the 

following situations: 

1. Suggest on best apps to use for learning.

2. Suggest best places to release stress.

3. Suggest the best online games.

4. Suggest the ways to be healthy.

5. Suggest best cafes in the country.

Sample conversations:

A: I think we should go to the park.

B: No, I don't think so, we better go to watch a movie.

C: But if we watch a movie we will have to spend money. I

prefer going to the park because I want to get some fresh

air.

Write your suggestions here:

21



Sample of group discussion transcript 

Azree : Good morning everyone! We are here to discuss on the

ways to reduce traffic congestion. Sara, would you like to

begin?

Sara : Yes, thank you, Ahmad. As we all are aware, the increase

number of vehicle causes serious traffic congestion in city

centre, for example Kuala Lumpur, Johor Baharu and

Penang. If nothing is done to reduce the problem, it will

soon be hard to control and may cause more problems. In

my opinion, the only way to solve the problem is to reduce

the number of vehicles on the road. Do you agree with

me, Lee?

Lee : Yes. I totally agree with you. The society must be

encouraged to use public transportation like buses and

trains. This will significantly lessen traffic congestions in our

cities. Would you like to add anything Hafiz?

Hafiz : Yes, I guess you’re right but cars are now a necessity and

people buy personal cars for convenience. Why would they

buy cars if they will just leave it at home? So, in my opinion

encouraging people to use public transportation is not the

best way to solve the problem. I think the government

should improve the road conditions by providing

alternative routes to the city centre.

Azree : Can I say something?

Hafiz : Yes, go ahead.

Azree : You have a point there but if majority chooses to drive to

work then traffic congestion would be even worse. Some

people are leaving their cars at home when they go to work

and they still use their cars for other purposes like going

shopping or travelling. If we can persuade the rest to do the

same then public transportation could be the best way to

solve the problem.

Speaking practice: In groups, practice the dialogues below:

22
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How often do you give 

presentations in your class?

Starter

24



Powerful English Presentation 
Phrases to Impress Your 

Audience

• follow the structure of the 

presentation

• understand the speaker better

• get a sense of the presentation's 

length and content.

25



•

•

•

•

•

•

top tips

26



•

•

•

•

•

•

Useful Phrases: Introduction

Welcoming and greeting the audience

Introducing yourself 

27



•

•

•

•

•

•

Saying what your topic/title/subject is

•

•

•

Tell them why it's important.

•

•

•

•

•

Presenting the outline of your 

presentation

28



Useful Phrases: Giving Examples

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
29

Useful Phrases: Using Visual Aids



SEQUENCE CONNECTORS

Remember this!

30



Here are sequence connectors list

Useful Phrases: Sequencing

•

•

•

•

•

•

31



•

•

•

•

•

Activity

32



Useful Phrases: Conclusion

33



Prepare for your Q&A 

34



Useful Phrases: Q&A Session

•

When to answer questions during your presentation?

•

•

•

•

•

35



•

•

•

•

•

•

•

What to do when you are 
struggling to answer?

•

•

36
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Chapter 5: This chapter will highlight the importance of

gestures and expression in communication. You will know some

non-verbal communication skills that will help you to

communicate better.

Understanding Gestures and Expressions in 

Communication

What is Gesture?

38



•

•

•

•

•
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What is Facial Expression?

40



Activity: Write down the facial expressions of each

picture below:

For example: The man is happy. 

01

02

03

04
41
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